We report on our system for textual inference and question entailment in the medical domain for the ACL BioNLP 2019 Shared Task, MEDIQA. Textual inference is the task of finding the semantic relationships between pairs of text. Question entailment involves identifying pairs of questions which have similar semantic content. To improve upon medical natural language inference and question entailment approaches to further medical question answering, we propose a system that incorporates open-domain and biomedical domain approaches to improve semantic understanding and ambiguity resolution. Our models achieve 80% accuracy on medical natural language inference (6.5% absolute improvement over the original baseline), 48.9% accuracy on recognising medical question entailment, 0.248 Spearman's rho for question answering ranking and 68.6% accuracy for question answering classification.
Introduction
Medical health search is the second most searched thematic query, representing 5% of all queries on Google (Cocco et al., 2018) . However, many queries are semantically identical and are potentially already answered by experts (Abacha and Demner-Fushman, 2016) . However, these questions may not be directly retrievable due to semantic ambiguity involving abbreviations (Wu et al., 2017) , patient colloquialism (Graham and Brookey, 2008) or esoteric terminology . Furthermore, in regards to disease, temporality is a key factor in determining the relevance of retrieved answers . For example, it is more appropriate to retrieve answers relating to the summer cold in the summer.
As a means to retrieve these questions that are already answered by experts, question entailment has been proposed to discern relationships between pairs of questions. Recognising Question Entailment (RQE) is the task of determining the relationship between a question pair, RQE(Q 1 , Q 2 ), as either entailment or not entailment, where Abacha and Demner-Fushman (2016) define question entailment as the situation where "a question, Q 1 , entails another question, Q 2 , if every answer to Q 2 is also a complete or partial answer to Q 1 ." Natural Language Inference (NLI) is determining the relationship between pairs of sentences, not just questions. NLI is the task of determining whether a hypothesis, H, is inferred (entailment), not inferred (contradiction) or neither (neutral), given a premise. In the context of question answering (QA), it can be used to validate if the answer can be inferred from the question.
Though RQE and NLI have thrived in the opendomain setting (Bowman et al., 2015; Rajpurkar et al., 2016) , there are unique challenges in applying these tasks directly to the biomedical question answering field. Previous models in the medical domain that used NLI and RQE relied on models which were shallowly bidirectional (Romanov and Shivade, 2018) or rule-based approaches with shallow keyword matching techniques (Abacha and Demner-Fushman, 2016 ) which would not generalise well.
The MEDIQA (Ben Abacha et al., 2019) challenge, as part of the ACL BioNLP workshop, aims to further research efforts in NLI and RQE by introducing their applications to Biomedical QA.
In this paper, we detail our approach in MEDIQA which addresses some of the problems with biomedical text such as utilising deep contextual relationships between words within a sentence for semantic understanding and ambiguity associated with esoteric terminology, abbreviations, and patient colloquialism. We combine biomedical and open-domain approaches as a means to improve generalisation and bridge the gap between patient colloquialism and biomedical terminology.
Datasets
MEDIQA 2019 (Ben Abacha et al., 2019) provides datasets to be used for three different tasks.
Task 1: Natural Language Inference The MEDNLI dataset is used for this task (Romanov and Shivade, 2018) . A collection of 11232 medical premise-hypothesis pairs are used for training, 2817 pairs for validation and 405 for testing. We preprocessed the text to remove punctuation, that were designed to ensure patient anonymity as a means to reduce noise while ensuring that sentence integrity was not broken.
For example, cerebrovascular accident in [**2948**] → cerebrovascular accident in 2948. Furthermore, we expand all medical abbreviations using the ADAM database (Wu et al., 2017) . For example, On arrival to the ED T97 BP 184/94 HR 92 → On arrival to the emergency department Temperature 97 Blood Pressure 184/94 Heart rate 92.
Task 2: Recognizing Question Entailment For RQE, a collection of 8588 medical question pairs for training, 302 pairs for validation (Abacha and Demner-Fushman, 2016 ) and 230 pairs for testing is released. The RQE collection aims to match consumer health questions from the National Library of Medicine with Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) from NIH websites.
Task 3: Question Answering Two separate training datasets were provided from the MEDIQA challenge (Ben Abacha et al., 2019) :
LiveQAMed: 104 consumer health questions covering different types of questions about diseases and drugs alongside their associated answers.
Alexa: 104 simple questions about the most frequent diseases and associated answers.
No external data was used for any of the tasks as a conscious decision in order to assess the finetuning performance of our models. However, external data has shown to be useful in knowledgebased approaches (Romanov and Shivade, 2018) and we leave this as future work.
Our System
Due to the similarity of our approaches in the three tasks, we first describe a shared model that was utilised by all the tasks. Our approach extends upon the current state-of-the-art models (Lee et al., Algorithm 1: Ensemble Approach for NLI, RQE and QA Input: Training Data, x ∈ X, Test Data, z ∈ Z, Hyperparameters Θ, Pre-trained Models M Brt and M Bio Output: Label Predictions, y ∈ Y X ← P reprocessT ext(X); Z ← P reprocessT ext(Z); while numEpochs < totalEpochs do for Devlin et al., 2019) in the open-domain and apply them to the MEDIQA biomedical tasks. As the state-of-the-art models currently employ transfer learning, we modelled an ensemble transfer learning approach used in the medical computer vision domain (Menegola et al., 2017; Kumar et al., 2017) .
BERT As part of our strategy to combine opendomain approaches to a biomedical focused one, we elected to use a current state-of-the-art opendomain approach, BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) , that is based on deeply bidirectional, unsupervised language representation that has been trained on Wikipedia.
BioBERT From the biomedical focused approach, we used BioBERT , a version of BERT that has been pre-trained using additional biomedical datasets, including PubMED and PMC. (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) , which here, is akin to using a data-driven weighting function.
Learning-to-Rank
We also used learning-torank models such as LambdaRank (Burges et al., 2007) and RankNet (Burges et al., 2005) , which were implemented in Tensorflow Ranking 1 for the ranking portion of the challenge.
Sentence Embeddings When encoding our features into sentence embeddings, we used bertas-service 2 in conjunction with BioBERT to create context-rich embeddings of text. In one of our post-challenge runs, we used a biomedical word2vec word embedding model (Chiu et al., 2016) .
Hyperparameters For all three tasks, we experimented with batch sizes (2 N , n ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6, 7}) and learning rates (A × 10 B , A ∈ {1, 2, 3...10}, B ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}) and selected the parameters that maximised performance on the validation set. We used the default sequence length of 64 for training, validation and testing of all three tasks.
1 Tensorflow Ranking 2 Bert-As-Service Sentence Embeddings
Algorithm For the classification tasks in the challenge, we used an ensemble approach (see Algorithm 1). First, the text training data, X, and testing data, Z, is preprocessed. This preprocessing is done differently depending on the submission and task. Preprocessing includes punctuation removal and abbreviation expansion. This training data is used to train the BERT and BioBERT models using hyperparameters, Θ. The softmax scores for each training example, X, predicted by the final fine-tuned models are concatenated (denoted by ⊕ and used to train an SVM). The final predictions for the testing set, Z, are collected by first using the fine-tuned models to predict the softmax scores. These softmax scores are concatenated and fed as input into the SVM which outputs predictions, Y , for the test set.
Task 1: Natural Language Inference
The models were trained as follows: For the first and second run, BERT 3 is trained for a single epoch with a learning rate of 8e-6 with a batch size of 32, while the BioBERT 4 models were trained with a learning rate of 2e-5 with a batch size of 64. The models had their predictions combined 3 BERT Base Model 4 BioBERT Pretrained Models via an SVM (sklearn-pandas, version 1.8.0) with a penalty of 1.0, RBF kernel and gamma with the 'auto' parameter, which was then used as a datadriven weighting function. The code used for this portion was based on the following code from the BERT repository. 5 For run 1, we established a baseline approach with no preprocessing and the models were trained only for one epoch. From run 2 onwards, preprocessing was done to the text to remove punctuation used for patient anonymity and expand medical abbreviations as mentioned previously. For runs 3 and 5, instead of using a single BioBERT model, the three variants of BioBERT were trained individually using the same parameters as in run 2. However, in the fourth run, early stop validation was used to select the best models that maximised validation accuracy. However, we excluded this run because it had the same predictions as run 3. In the final run, the learning rate was lowered and trained over a larger number of epochs.
Task 2: Recognizing Question Entailment
We use the same runs as Task 1. However, we did not do any preprocessing for any runs as it did not have any benefit on the validation set.
Task 3: Question Answering Task 3 was a 2-part challenge where answer snippets needed to be ranked and classified as relevant or irrelevant.
In this task, for the ranking task, we mainly used an ensemble of two separate learning-to-rank models that were trained on LiveQA and Alexa (see Algorithm 2). We used the following features as input to the model:
1. BioBERT sentence embedding of Question 2. BioBERT sentence embedding of Answer 3. BioBERT sentence embedding of Entailed Answer from MedQUAD 4. NLI predictions over all candidates summed 5. NLI predictions over all candidates averaged
The first two features were embeddings that were encoded using BioBERT, as mentioned previously. The third feature was found through the following steps:
1. Use BM25 (Stephen Robertson, 1994) to find the question candidates in MedQUAD, M , which are most related to a Question, Q.
2. Set a cut-off value, ρ to minimise the number of candidates for RQE/NLI. For the challenge, we set rho = 4.
Predict the question entailment between all questions, Q and candidates
4. Retain all candidate answers, R, that had questions predicted to be entailed to the Question.
5. Perform NLI on the answers in the original ranked list, L, and all candidate answers extracted from MedQUAD, pred nli (l, r) = N LI(l ∈ L, r ∈ R).
6. Use the answer with the highest BM25 score for the third feature.
The fourth and fifth features were performed by summing NLI predictions, pred nli (l ∈ L, r ∈ R), and averaging,
The features were fed into Tensorflow learningto-rank models (RankNet for run 1 and LambdaRank for runs 3 and 4) with 2307 features using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) , a group size of 2 and a learning rate of 0.001.
We ensembled predictions from the two models in two different ways. We used simple averaging for Run 1. However, for subsequent runs, we used RankScore (Li et al., 2013 ), which we define as: 
We use RankScore to score each item in the ranked lists of Alexa and LiveQA models. We then combine the items by summing the documents RankScore from each model and sorting. For classification, the same architecture from Tasks 1 and 2 for Runs 3 -5 was used (4-ensemble with SVM layer). For runs 2 and 5, we use softmax scores output from the classification to rank documents.
Results and Discussion
Ensembles have been successfully utilised in other biomedical domains (Kumar et al., 2017; Brijesh and Zahid, 2011) , with the main idea behind using these being to incorporate complementary strengths of the members of the ensemble. Thus, BERT is used in conjunction with BioBERT in order to correct the mistakes that the model makes by injecting non-domain specific knowledge. This idea was supported in our baseline experiments on task 1 where BioBERT scored 0.7913 on validation, while BERT scored 0.7715 on validation, but ensembling resulted in a higher final score of 0.7950. NLI Baseline System Problems Our baseline system made characteristic mistakes on the validation set, which is shown in Table 4 for Task 1. We found that our system had trouble with numerical interpretation and, for instance, was not able to determine the difference between type 1 and type 2 diabetes. Furthermore, this problem is exacerbated when abbreviations and numerical interpretation are required in phrases such as T97 BP 184/94. Thus, to aid the system in disambiguating abbreviations, we expanded all abbreviations using the ADAM database of common clinical abbreviations and resulted in an 0.049 increase in accuracy. Furthermore, the system would struggle with medical forms of negation. However, due to the use of BERT/BioBERT, conventional techniques such as NegEx or removal would break sentence integrity and reduce comprehension, thereby affecting word context, and thus were not viable. Furthermore, punctuation, in terms of patient anonymisation, is also a problem as the punctuation does not carry meaningful semantic content and will confuse the classifiers.
RQE Baseline System Problems
In task 2, we found that our baseline system made similar mistakes for different reasons (see Table 5 ). We found examples of what we consider near miss where the definition of partial entailment depends on interpretation. For example, in this question, the user patient is on insulin wants information on hypertension (high blood pressure). However, according to the gold standard, this is not a form of entailment, partial or otherwise. We hypothesise that this lies on the borderline of the entailment definition or may be due to bias. Furthermore, our system struggles with abbreviations. However, the examples in the second task dataset are more related to problems with co-reference resolution where abbreviations appear in the original question but not in the FAQ question.
Furthermore, phrases like "come out of" should be aligned to terms such as "discharge", which is an example of a semantic gap and require common sense comprehension. This is problematic as BERT is known to struggle with this sort of reasoning (Talmor et al., 2018) . Also, we did not adjust the sequence length parameter (set to 64), which may have been a source of error. However, a later investigation through a post-challenge run that shows that only Task 1 benefits from an increase in sequence length (see Table 3 ). Finally, patient colloquialism presents a unique challenge where "hole in lung" is to be interpreted as "pleurisy" (lung inflammation). Although we did not address this complex problem, it could be potentially solved through crowd-sourcing of medical forum data. This may be suitable as an area to investigate for future work.
We found that in all our submissions on the test set of the challenge, although our system was able to achieve high results on the validation set of 79%, the models were not well suited for the test set. Our model predicted entailment 92% of the time on the test set, suggesting that the model is overfitting, even though our baseline was trained for only one epoch. We found that the cases where the models make errors are cases where the question contains words such as diagnosis and the disease is mentioned, but the semantic content of the question might be about treatment rather than the diagnosis. This is very different from the training and validation datasets that were provided, which were much more straightforward and did not require as much comprehension. An example illustrating this difficulty is Question A: Glaucoma: Can you mail me patient information about Glaucoma, I was recently diagnosed and want to learn all I can about the disease." and Question B: How is glaucoma diagnosed?
Question Answering Submission Problems
For the third Task, we incorrectly trained our models to recognise documents with a relevance score of one as irrelevant. In contrast, the task is defined to classify documents of relevance score one and two as irrelevant. By fixing this error, we found that we had over a 10% increase in accuracy (Table 3). However, interestingly, we found that the ranking quality (shown through Spearman's Rho) decreased. Upon investigation, we found two reasons why this problem occurred: (1) our system was able to differentiate the relevance of one from the other three labels much better than differentiating between labels of one/two against three/four. This was reflected in the validation accuracy of our initial incorrect model, which achieved an accuracy of 95% whereas the corrected model scores only 70% on the validation set, (2) we found that the longer the models were trained, the worse the ranking quality became. We hypothesise that the problem is due to how cross entropy loss and softmax functions work. Since the models are minimising KL-Divergence, the softmax scores become more extreme, falling close to 1 or very close to 0. This results in the differences between scores of the documents to be very low (forming dense clusters) which reduces ranking quality as the ranking becomes more sensitive to noise and uncertainty (Siddhant and Lipton, 2018) .
Question Answering Baseline System Problems
Due to the error of our submissions for Task 3, we will not discuss the mistakes that occurred within the challenge for the pointwise ranking runs. Instead, we will look at the mistakes that the postchallenge run encountered for those. However, for the pairwise runs within the challenge, we found that it performed much worse than expected. We attribute this ranking deficit to two important factors.
The first is that BERT sentence embeddings are not useful to represent sentences because the vector space is too condensed (vector representations are very close together). The second is that our vector representations were too large, with BERT sentence embeddings producing embeddings up to 800 dimensions. Using 3 of these embeddings results in a very large input which would take too long to train or hinder convergence. This effect was observed in a post-challenge run where we used Chiu et al. (2016) 's biomedical word2vec embeddings and achieved a much higher Spearman's Rho. The second factor was that the LambdaLoss (Burges et al., 2007) function was not a suitable objective function as the RankNet model performed better.
From Table 2 , we find that Task 3 is more verbose than the other two tasks and presents unique challenges as almost a third of the documents will have information loss due to the limitation of maximum sequence length by BERT being 512 due to quadratic memory explosion (Liu et al., 2018) . However, we did a post-challenge run where we increased the sequence length with no noticeable difference. This is because the majority of information in these long sequence can be safely discarded. Furthermore, the BERT truncation strategy is to truncate from the end of the sentence, implying that the important information is typically at the start of the answer.
We also find that there are unique challenges in Task 3 due to the use of real patient questions shown in Table 6 . We found that problems such as typos, grammar and spellings mistakes were not directly fixed by the BERT/BioBERT ensemble as the collections were pretrained on academic or formal language (Pubmed, PMC and Wikipedia) . However, problems such as synonyms (for example, abetalipoproteinemia and BassenKornzweig syndrome) which should be addressed by the model were also not addressable due to a limitation in the vocabulary of the models, which is discussed below. Furthermore, we found cases of near miss, for example, the model identifies anemia and treatment options, but it is not the target disease of the question. To address these problems, we use a heuristic to expand UMLS terms in the question and answer, and add these to the start of the sentence to combat the mentioned problems. We found that the model performs better on the validation set than any of the post-challenge runs (79% accuracy, a 5% absolute increase over the other runs), but did not perform substantially better on the test set (see Table 3 ).
Problems with Underlying Models One problem in using models such as BERT and BioBERT is the limitation in the maximum sequence length. This is demonstrated in the test portion of the challenge, where test set answers were much longer than those seen in the training and validation collection. These sequences were longer than the 512 sequence length limit allowed by the BERT architecture, which is constrained due to a problem known as the quadratic memory explosion (Liu et al., 2018) leading to exponentially longer training times and memory usage.
Though there are ways to overcome these restrictions such as striding the sentences pairs and labels, this results in contextual information being lost and label imbalance. This restriction also hinders the encoding of long-range dependencies between sequences as only contexts within a fixed length can be considered (Dai et al., 2019) .
In addition, we use BioBERT as a means of contributing deep clinical contextual understanding of sentences. However, we find that during WordPiece Tokenisation (Devlin et al., 2019) , medical terms are always split into their sub-word representations as they are out-of-vocabulary, e.g., arthralgias → art hra al gia s. Wordpiece tokenisation relies on the idea that morphemes carry meaning. However, due to the use of this nonmedical vocabulary, specific medical related mor-phemes are not being learned. For instance, arthr-(where -denotes prefix), means joints and -algias means pain, so the correct tokenisation should be arthralgias → arthr algia s so that the model can currently learn the semantic meaning behind the morpheme. We find that these limitations hindered the use of these models and their application to the MEDIQA tasks.
We emphasise that there is a real-world application with the models and methods in this challenge. However, if we were to scale our approach to real-world application, we would require external data. Therefore for future work, given more time, we would like to use external datasets such as emrQA (Pampari et al., 2018 ) and explore multi-task learning due to the similarity of the three tasks and aim to incorporate other medical tasks for a better generalisation of the biomedical question answering. We would also want to train the BERT models on biomedical-focused vocabulary and additional data in the future as a baseline to compare against multi-task learning.
Conclusions
In this shared task, we use and improve upon NLI and RQE techniques for medical question answering. Our approach involves utilising deep contextual relationships between words emphasising semantic understanding and resolving ambiguity. We combine biomedical and open-domain strategies to improve generalisation and bridge the gap between the open-domain and biomedical domain question answering.
